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Abstract
Background: Structural flexibility is an important characteristic of proteins because it is often associated with their
function. The movement of a polypeptide segment in a protein can be broken down into two types of motions:
internal and external ones. The former is deformation of the segment itself, but the latter involves only rotational
and translational motions as a rigid body. Normal Model Analysis (NMA) can derive these two motions, but its
application remains limited because it necessitates the gathering of complete structural information.
Results: In this work, we present a novel method for predicting two kinds of protein motions in ordered
structures. The prediction uses only information from the amino acid sequence. We prepared a dataset of the
internal and external motions of segments in many proteins by application of NMA. Subsequently, we analyzed the
relation between thermal motion assessed from X-ray crystallographic B-factor and internal/external motions
calculated by NMA. Results show that attributes of amino acids related to the internal motion have different
features from those related to the B-factors, although those related to the external motion are correlated strongly
with the B-factors. Next, we developed a method to predict internal and external motions from amino acid
sequences based on the Random Forest algorithm. The proposed method uses information associated with
adjacent amino acid residues and secondary structures predicted from the amino acid sequence. The proposed
method exhibited moderate correlation between predicted internal and external motions with those calculated by
NMA. It has the highest prediction accuracy compared to a naïve model and three published predictors.
Conclusions: Finally, we applied the proposed method predicting the internal motion to a set of 20 proteins that
undergo large conformational change upon protein-protein interaction. Results show significant overlaps between
the predicted high internal motion regions and the observed conformational change regions.
Background
A protein molecule is not a rigid body. The scale of pro-
tein motions is very broad: motions range from local
fluctuations such as those seen in loop regions to global
ones involving changes in the relative position of rigid
domains. Flexible regions and linkers connecting rigid
regions are often observed in large proteins. Flexible
regions are often necessary for proteins to perform their
specific biological functions [1-4], e.g. by enabling pro-
teins to adjust their conformations in response to
external stimulation. Such stimuli can include the bind-
ing of a ligand or a change of the surrounding environ-
ment. Structural flexibility is therefore an important
characteristic that must be examined to understand
proteins.
When we specifically examine motions of a protein
backbone segment in ordered structures, the movement
is theoretically classified into two forms: internal and
external motion [5]. The former is a deformation of the
segment itself, but the latter involves only translational
and rotational motions of the segment. In the external
motion, the segment fluctuates as a rigid body by chan-
ging dihedral angles of the flanking residues. For this
reason, it is considered that the internal and external
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S1). It is expected that the distinction between these
motions will provide new insights into the relation
between structural flexibility and its function [6].
Actually, NMR provides a powerful experimental tech-
nique to analyze protein dynamics at the atomic and
molecular levels [7]. Particularly, NOEs and relaxation
experiments provide information related to picosecond-
microsecond motions of the backbone atoms [8-10].
Model-free analysis enables quantitative determination
of fluctuation and slow conformational change (i.e.
millisecond order) of the backbone amide vector [11,12].
The latter motion is assumed to be related to internal
motion, as described above. Although NMR provides a
detailed view of protein dynamics, it is time-consuming.
In contrast, computational methods are useful to calcu-
late the dynamics of proteins for which structures are
available. One method is to compare structures of a pro-
tein crystallized under different conditions or different
conformers of NMR. Structural differences show a flexible
region [13-15]. Another computational method is to simu-
late protein dynamics. Among several methods, Normal
Mode Analysis (NMA) provides a straightforward means
of calculating the dynamics from its structure. Although
NMA is less CPU-intensive than other computer simula-
tion methods such as Molecular Dynamics (MD), Monte-
Carlo (MC) simulation, and Framework Rigidity Opti-
mized Dynamics Algorithm (FRODA)/Floppy Inclusions
and Rigid Substructure Topography (FIRST) software
[16,17], it can detect concerted motions of clusters of
atoms and support discussion of their motions for elucida-
tion of their functions [18-21]. Using NMA results, Nishi-
kawa and Go examined internal and external motions of
secondary structure [5], and Ishida et al. studied a subtili-
sin-eglin c complex to explore internal and external
motions of enzymes and inhibitors [6].
With the increasing number of available protein
structures and the development of high-performance
computers, databases of protein dynamics have been
constructed. In fact, iGNM [22] and ProMode [23] are
databases of protein motion analyzed that respectively
use a Gaussian Network Model (GNM) and NMA.
Another database, MolMovDB [24], presents numerous
graphical representations including motions of loops,
domains, and subunits. In addition, DynDom [25] pro-
vides domain, hinge axes, and hinge bending residues
in proteins determined from two different conforma-
tions of the same protein.
Recently, web-based tools for predicting internal
motion have been developed. For example, FlexOracle
[26] and HingeProt [27] predict hinge regions in pro-
teins. Furthermore, DFprot [28] predicts main-chain
deformability, which corresponds fundamentally to the
internal motions described above.
However, all these tools, along with NMA, offer only
limited practical use because they require knowledge of
the three-dimensional structure information of a pro-
tein. Recently, a few prediction techniques that address
protein motions using only amino acid sequence infor-
mation have been proposed. Of those, ASP [29] and the
Protein Continuum Secondary Structure Predictor [30]
identify conformational switches in proteins using sec-
ondary structure information. FlexPred also predicts
ordered conformational change in the protein backbone
using information of sequence neighbors, evolutionary
conservation, and solvent accessibility [31,32]. These
definitions of protein motions are similar to those of
internal motion, as described above. The support vector
machine-based predictor, Wiggle, predicts functionally
flexible regions defined using a coarse-grained-protein
dynamic modeling approach [33].
In this paper, we present a novel method for predict-
ing internal and external motion in ordered structures.
The proposed method is based on the Random Forest
(RF) algorithm using information associated with the
adjacent paired amino acid residues and a predicted sec-
ondary structure. The method presents the advantage of
enabling prediction of protein motions using amino acid
sequence information alone as the input. The proposed
method exhibits moderate correlation between predicted
internal and external motions with those calculated by
NMA: the respective correlation coefficients are 0.525
and 0.597. To investigate the possibility that the pro-
posed method detects flexible regions related with pro-
t e i nf u n c t i o n ,w ea p p l i e di tt o2 0p r o t e i n st h a tu n d e r g o
large conformational change upon protein-protein inter-
action. The results revealed, in 85% of the proteins stu-
died, overlaps between the predicted high internal
motion region and observed conformational change
region.
Results and Discussion
Herein, we describe our demonstration of the relation
between B-factor derived from X-ray crystallographic
studies and internal/external motion. We then present
the proposed algorithm and the experimental evaluation.
Finally, we applied the proposed method to a set of 20
proteins that change their conformations when interact-
ing with other molecules.
Thermal motion and internal/external motion
The B-factor determined in X-ray crystallographic stu-
dies is often used as an indicator of thermal motion.
However, B-factors include both thermal motions and
static deformation attributable to crystal packing and
other causes. We first analyze the relation between
thermal motions assessed according to the X-ray crystal-
lographic B-factor and internal/external motions
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we calculated the correlation between the amino acid
frequencies with Z-scores higher than one (i.e., residues
with large motions; Figure 1). We observed that,
although the overall correlation coefficients between
motions as assessed using the B-factor and internal and
external motions were 0.769 and 0.945, respectively, the
frequencies of several amino acids differed considerably
between the B-factor and both internal and external
motions. Comparison of internal motion and B-factors
using a t-test (p < 0.01 ) shows that the frequencies of
charged amino acids E, D, K, and R are low in internal
motion, whereas those of bulky or hydrophobic amino
a c i d sV ,I ,F ,Y ,a n dLa r eh i g h( F i g u r e1 B ) .T h e r e f o r e ,
the thermal motion, as assessed using the B-factor, and
internal motion have some definite discrepancies. A
similar trend was apparent for the external motion and
B-factor, but the difference is smaller (Figure 1C). From
comparison of the actual NMA values, the external
motion is shown to resemble the thermal motions.
Length distribution of regions with a high internal/
external motion score
We investigated the length distribution of consecutive
amino acids with normalized internal and external
motion scores calculated using NMA larger than one
(Figure 2). For both motions, the frequencies of high-
mobility regions decreased as the region length
increased. Results showed 3 and 19 regions longer than
21 residues long, respectively, with high internal and
external motions. We noted a peak in the distribution
of external motion at around nine. This observation
suggests that the external motion included the short
segment, which fluctuatesa sar i g i db o d ys u c ha sa
short helix (Additional file 1: Figure S1). According to
these observations, we created two kinds of predictive
models for external motion, although only one predic-
tion model was developed for internal motion. For
external motion, one model (external_short) used short
flexible regions (≤ 9 residue length) as the dataset; the
other model (external_long) used longer flexible regions.
The final prediction result of external motion is
obtained from their combination (details are presented
in the Methods section).
Construction of prediction method
We developed a prediction method for predicting inter-
nal and external motion based on Random Forest (RF)
[34], which is a kind of supervised classification algo-
rithm. The proposed method uses information about
properties of the local sequence neighborhood and pre-
dicted secondary structure to predict the degrees of pro-
tein motion for a given sequence. Therefore, it is
necessary to determine an optimal size of the local
sequence neighborhood and suitable prediction methods
that assign residues to the secondary structure (ss) and
the accessible surface area (ASA). In this study, we
tested two types of predictors. Amino-acid propensity
based predictors constitute one type: PHD [35] and
RVPnet [36] were chosen, respectively, for predicting ss
and ASA. The others are profile-based predictors:
psipred [37] and sable [38]. To assess the prediction
Figure 1 Comparison of amino acid frequency with large fluctuations in B-factor, actual NMA value, and internal, and external
motions. (A) B-factor vs. actual NMA value, (B) B-factor vs. internal motion, and (C) B-factor vs. external motion are shown. Internal/external
motion used values calculated using NMA. The horizontal and vertical axes respectively show the amino acid frequency with large fluctuations in
the B-factor and actual NMA/internal/external motions. Data points close to the diagonal represent residues appearing with nearly equal
frequency in B-factor and actual NMA/internal/external motions, although they deviated considerably from the diagonal represent residues
appearing with different frequencies. Amino acids whose frequencies differ significantly based on t-test (p < 0.01) are shown as filled symbols.
The CCs stand for the correlation coefficients between frequencies in B-factor and actual NMA/internal/external motions. The frequencies were
estimated using 460 chains excluding NMR data from the dataset described in the Dataset section. The B-factor and three motions were
normalized using the same method as that described in the Dataset section.
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chosen: the mean absolute error (MAE), the correlation
coefficient between prediction scores and normalized
NMA scores (CC), and the area under the ROC curve
(AUC). Their respective details are discussed in the
Methods section.
We first investigated the influence of the window size
and two structural information predictors on prediction
accuracy (Figure 3). For internal motion, the largest gain
in performance was observed when the window size was
11 residues. The optimized window sizes were the same
even if structural information predictors differed. How-
ever, differences were observed between the prediction
accuracies of the two methods. The prediction perfor-
mance was higher when the profile-based predictors
were used. In contrast, the best performance for predict-
ing external motion was observed when the window size
was 17 residues, which is larger than the window size of
internal motion.
Prediction accuracy
We compared the prediction score with normalized
NMA score to assess the predictive performance. In
general, protein motion for each residue tends to be
large in a coil or loop region and small in a secondary
structure. Based on this concept, we created a naïve
model, which predicts the score that reflects the degrees
of protein motions. In the naïve models, first, the sec-
ondary structure was predicted using PHD or psipred.
Then, the magnitude of protein motion for each residue
was calculated as follows. If the i-th residue is located in
the secondary structure (ss), then
NS D
ss
avg core s separationfromcenterof
=− × ×
+ ()
+ 15
1
1
.. ,
else,
NS D a v core s separation from center of other region
=× ×
+ ()
+ 3
1
1
g g.,
where avg. and SD respectively signify the average and
standard deviation of the normalized NMA score in the
whole dataset. Actually, 6.80e-6 and 7.49e-3 were used,
respectively for avg. of internal and external motion;
1.00 and 1.01 were used for SD, respectively. The other
region has no secondary structures.
We also performed comparison with three published
methods that predict a region with protein motion,
although their definitions of protein motion differed.
First, we chose the B-factor predictor because the amino
acid frequencies of the external motion and the B-factor
are similar (Figure 1). In this case, we selected PROFb-
val, which predicts normalized backbone B-values [39].
Second, we selected disordered region, which are
Figure 2 Length distribution of consecutive amino acid with high internal/external motion scores. Squares and triangles respectively
signify internal and external motions. The length of consecutive amino acids with scores larger than one and its number are presented
respectively on the horizontal and vertical axes (internal and external motions on the left and right side). These scores used the value calculated
using NMA.
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structure. Although it differs from internal/external
motion in terms of lacking ordered structures, they are
considered to possess high flexibility. Consequently, the
comparison of the proposed method with disordered
region predictors is worth investigating. For predicting
disordered regions, we used POODLE-S [40] in this
study. Third, we specifically examined a region that is
involved in a conformational switch. These regions can
switch from one folded conformation to another, which
is similar to the definition of internal motion in this
study. To predict them, we chose FlexPred [32], which
predicts residue positions that might be involved in con-
formational switches in ordered structures. Three pre-
dictors use only amino acid sequence information for
prediction.
The prediction results for three proteins are presented
in Figure 4. For aminoglycoside 6’-N-acetyltransferase
(Figure 4A) and pheromone-binding protein (Figure 4B),
some high-mobility regions can be predicted correctly.
However, some peaks were predicted incorrectly for
tachylectin-2 (Figure 4C). Next, the MAE and CC of two
Figure 3 Influence of window size and structural information predictors on prediction accuracy. The respective performances of the
proposed method for (A) internal motion and (B) external motion are shown here. The horizontal and vertical axes respectively show the
window size and prediction accuracy. Filled symbols represent results obtained with the proposed method using psipred and sable; unfilled
symbols signify results of the version that implemented PHD and RVPnet. The AUCs were calculated with a threshold value of 0.
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fold cross-validation tests. The proposed methods,
which implemented psipred and sable, yielded the low-
est scores in the averages of MAEsa n dt h eh i g h e s t
scores in the average of CCs among all prediction meth-
ods for both motions (Table 1). Furthermore, in three
kinds of AUC that changed the threshold value, the pro-
posed methods exhibited the best performance among
them except for the thresholdv a l u eo f- 1f o re x t e r n a l
motion (Table 1 and Figure 5). Although the naïve
model assigns the same high scores equally to residues
located in all loop regions, the proposed method assigns
different scores to residues with dynamics.
Therefore, the proposed method exhibited higher per-
formance than the naïve model. Both PROFbval and
POODLE-S showed higher prediction accuracy for
external motion than for internal motion. In addition,
the respective differences of the prediction accuracy
between the proposed method for predicting external
motion, and PROFbval and POODLE-S are smaller than
the difference between the proposed method for predict-
ing internal motion, and PROFbval and POODLE-S.
Those results indicate that the character of the B-factor
and disordered regions resembles that of external
motion, as discussed above. It is noteworthy that the
distribution of CC varied widely (Figure 6), ranging for
internal and external motion from -0.185 to 0.865 and
from -0.478 to 0.905, respectively. Although both MAE
and CC increased roughly in relation to the margin size
(Additional file 2: Figure S2), similar conclusions can be
obtained for any margin.
Relation between prediction accuracy and structure
classification
In this study, we developed a novel method for predict-
ing internal and external motion in ordered structures
solely using amino acid sequence information. Although
the respective performances of the proposed methods
Figure 4 Examples of prediction results. Prediction results of (A) aminoglycoside 6’-N-acetyltransferase (PDB code: 1B87), (B) pheromone-
binding protein (PDB code: 1DQE), and (C) tachylectin-2 (PDB code: 1TL2) are shown in the graph on the left side. The red and blue lines show
predicted scores for internal and external motion; red and blue dotted lines respectively signify calculated scores obtained using NMA. The
residue number is shown on the horizontal axis. The locations of secondary structures are shown as red and yellow bars, respectively, for a-helix
and b-sheet. The scores of the two motions are presented on the vertical axis. On the right side, the predicted scores for internal and external
motions are mapped, respectively, with a gradient from negative (blue) to positive (red) onto their structures of the left and the right sides.
Green signifies a ligand. A correlation coefficient between predicted scores and normalized NMA scores is shown as CC. These results were
obtained using the method that implemented psipred and sable.
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(A) Internal motion
Method MAE CC AUC
avg. avg. SD 10- 1
proposed method (PHD & RVPnet) 0.621 0.482 0.183 0.743 0.765 0.768
proposed method (psipred & sable) 0.605 0.525 0.197 0.759 0.786 0.791
naïve model (PHD) 0.988 0.248 0.161 0.633 0.653 0.688
naïve model (psipred) 0.952 0.293 0.175 0.666 0.672 0.708
PROFbval 0.743 0.367 0.199 0.711 0.693 0.698
POODLE-S - - - 0.713 0.730 0.755
FlexPred - - - 0.751 0.741 0.768
(B) External motion
Method MAE CC AUC
avg. avg. SD 10- 1
proposed method (PHD & RVPnet) 0.571 0.541 0.188 0.770 0.777 0.81
proposed method (psipred & sable) 0.542 0.597 0.209 0.806 0.806 0.843
naïve model (PHD) 0.970 0.262 0.135 0.650 0.661 0.697
naïve model (psipred) 0.929 0.320 0.145 0.685 0.681 0.733
PROFbval 0.608 0.547 0.167 0.785 0.784 0.844
POODLE-S - - - 0.756 0.783 0.841
FlexPred - - - 0.791 0.777 0.817
Herein, avg.a n dSD respectively signify the average and standard deviation. The highest scores in each criterion are underlined. Here, -1, 0, and 1 are threshold
values used to discriminate rigid and flexible classes for plotting the ROC curve. PROFbval, POODLE-S, and FlexPred were performed using the default
parameters. Here, POODLE-S and FlexPred respectively produced disorder probability and probability of flexible label. Therefore, MAE and CC were not calculated.
The AUC for POODLE-S and FlexPred were calculated using data of normalized disorder probabilities and probabilities of flexible labels.
Figure 5 Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves. The ROC curves for the proposed method, naïve model, and three published
predictors for (A) internal motion and (B) external motion are shown. The red and orange lines respectively signify proposed methods that
implemented psipred and sable, and PHD and RVPnet. Similarly, the red and orange dashed lines respectively show the naïve model
implemented with psipred and PHD. The purple, green, and black lines respectively show PROFbval, POODLE-S, and FlexPred. The threshold
value was set to 0. The vertical and horizontal axes represent the true positive rate and false positive rate, as calculated in the Assessment of the
Methods section.
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of published predictors, some room exists for improving
their prediction accuracies because each standard devia-
tion of their CC is high (Table 1). To elucidate the
cause, we investigated the prediction accuracy according
to four structural groups defined by SCOP hierarchy:
all-a protein, all-b protein, a/b protein, and a + b pro-
tein (Figure 7). For internal motion, the all-a protein
group exhibited the highest score in the average of CCs
among the four groups, whereas the all-b protein group
was the lowest. Similarly, the average of MAEsf o ra l l - b
protein exhibited the highest value, which indicates poor
predictive ability for its group. The prediction accuracy
differed significantly among the combination of all
groups and all b protein group, according to results of a
Steel-Dwass test (p < 0.01). From the viewpoint of sec-
ondary structure, a similar tendency was observed: the
average of MAEsf o rb-sheet is higher than that for
a-helix (Additional file 3: Table S1). Therefore, the pre-
diction result for internal motion in the proposed
method was not good for tachylectin-2, which has an
all-b structure (Figure 4C). On the other hand, no
Figure 6 Distribution of prediction accuracy according to the CC. Squares and triangles respectively represent the number of the sequences
that exhibit CC for internal and external motions. The bin is 0.05. The CC and number are shown on the horizontal and vertical axes. These
results were obtained using the method that implemented psipred and sable.
Figure 7 Prediction accuracy according to SCOP classification. Squares and bars respectively show the agerage of MAEs and CCs. Herein, full
includes the full dataset; it is equal to the score shown in Table 1. The plot shows MAE, and the histogram shows the average of CCs. These
results were obtained using the method that implemented psipred and sable.
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racy for external motion among the four groups. Cases
for which the proposed method incorrectly predicted
high scores in b-sheet were often observed when pre-
dicting internal motion for all-b proteins. We use slid-
ing windows with lengths of 11 and 17 residues,
respectively, for predicting internal and external motion.
Therefore, information about relations with two amino
acids in remote positions of the sequence was ignored
in this study. Consequently, it is readily conceivable that
an amino acid positioned in b-sheet does not include
sufficient information to represent its state in a three-
dimensional structure in comparison with that posi-
tioned in a-helix because two remote amino acids of a
sequence often interact in the b-sheet. Internal motion
is deformation of the segment. Therefore, it is consid-
ered that the motion is influenced by the environment
in its structure. The information of remote amino acids
of a sequence is therefore necessary along with informa-
tion of an adjacent amino acid of a sequence for pre-
dicting internal motion. In contrast, information of an
adjacent amino acid of a sequence is thought to be
more important for predicting external motion because
external motion involves translational and rotational
motion as a rigid body by the flanking deformed resi-
due. Therefore, the prediction accuracy of internal
motion for all-b proteins is thought to be low, although
no difference is found in the prediction accuracy of
external motion.
Features related with protein motion
The features associated with prediction of internal and
external motion in the proposed method can be evalu-
ated according to their influence on prediction accuracy
for a decreasing number of variables involved in predic-
tion models. The RF can estimate the importance of
v a r i a b l e sm o r es i m p l yt h a nc o m m o n l yu s e dm a c h i n e
learning methods such as SVM [34]. We investigated
the relation between the prediction accuracy and the
model with fewer variables using the Gini index as an
indicator (Additional file 4: Figure S3).
Then we chose and analyzed the model with the mini-
mum number of variables among models showing
almost equal prediction accuracy to that of the model
with all variables, called the original model (Figure 8).
From comparison with the original model, most vari-
ables relating to structural information, namely, second-
ary structure and ASA, remained in all models. The
ratio that they occupied in their model was higher than
that in the original model. When we observed features
that ranked in the top 20 based on the Gini index, ASA
occupied over half of features in five of six models
(Additional file 5: Figure S4). On the other hand, the
ratios of variables relating to amino acid properties,
namely physicochemical property (physicochem.) and
protein mobility propensity (mobility), were low and dif-
ferent, as judged using the downsized model. These
results show that the structure information indicating
where an amino acid is located in its structure
Figure 8 Relation between prediction accuracy and the number of variables included in the model. The fractions of variables included in
(A) the internal motion prediction model and (B) the external_short motion prediction model. The histogram shows fractions of each variable
category in the model when the variables are divided into four categories according to the feature type (see the Methods section). The plot
shows percentages of the number of variables included in a downsized model against the number of variables included in the original model.
The fraction of the variable category and percentage of the number of variables are respectively represented on the left and right sides’ vertical
axes. Although all variables were computed from the original model, the center of the secondary structure (CS), periphery of the secondary
structure (PS), and remote area from the secondary structure (RS) were computed from downsized models. The CS, PS, and RS respectively
signify categories which classify an amino acid according to the secondary structure (see the Methods section). Furthermore, S, A, P, and M
respectively signify the names of feature groups described in the Methods section, and corresponding to secondary structure, ASA,
physicochem., and mobility. The value of the Gini index was set to 1.7 in (A) and 0.7 in (B). The external_long prediction model showed similar
tendencies to those of the external_short prediction model (data not shown). These results were obtained using the method that implemented
psipred and sable.
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structural information alone is insufficient to discrimi-
nate protein motion; PS for both motions and RS for
external motion require information related to amino
acid properties.
These observations showed that two kinds of informa-
tion–that related to secondary structure and ASA–are
highly associated with two protein motions. Therefore,
when a more sophisticated secondary structure and
ASA predictor, such as a profile-based predictor
(psipred and sable), were used in the proposed method,
the prediction accuracies of these versions were slightly
higher than those of versions using a amino-acid pro-
pensity based predictor (PHD and RVPnet) (Table 1).
Application to protein-protein interaction
Although we aim to predict internal and external
motion in ordered structures in this study, as one
attempt to investigate the potential for the proposed
method to detect protein motion associated with protein
function, we compared the predicted high protein
motion region with the observed large conformation
change region upon protein-protein interaction. These
protein motions are regarded as associated with their
protein function because they are observed along with
protein-protein interaction. For the experiment, we pre-
pared a set of 20 proteins that undergo large conforma-
tion change upon association (> 2Å Ca RMSD) created
by Dobbins et al., with which they demonstrated the
relation between normal mode fluctuations and confor-
mational change [41] (Table 2). We compared the inter-
nal motion with observed conformational change region
because it was defined as a deformation of a segment
itself in this study. To begin with, we present three
kinds of typical analysis results. Specifically, the
observed conformation change regions are located in a
binding site, hinge region, and other regions. Secondly,
we discuss the overall results.
Table 2 List of the large conformation change proteins
Protein name Free Partner protein name Complex RMSD (Å)
(overall)
Conformational change
region
RMSD (Å)
(local)
Staphylococcus A 1BDD_A Human Fc fragment 1FC2_C 3.07 41-45 3.05
Ran GTPase 1QG4_A RCC1 1I2M_A 2.62 73-75, 126-130, 137-140 3.74
14-3-3 1QJB_AB Serotonin N-acetylase 1IB1_AB 3.34 129-140, 201-212 8.65
Actin 1IJJ_B Profilin 2BTF_A 2.71 37-54 5.68
Erythropoietin 1BUY_A EPO receptor 1EER_A 4.08 112-130 5.46
Fab fragment 1GIG_LH Flu virus hemagglutinin 2VIS_AB 4.97 105-114 3.85
96-104, 119-124
TGF-beta 1TGK_A TGF-beta receptor 1KTZ_A 2.19 47-76 3.12
Actin 1IJJ_B Dnase I 1ATN_A 2.71 37-54 6.14
Coagulation factor Vlla 1QFK_HL Soluble tissue factor 1FAK_HL 6.23 153-165 5.16
35-41
Ran GTPase 1QG4_A Importin-beta 1IBR_A 3.90 30-34, 39-42 8.56
HPr kinase C-ter
domain
1JB1_A HPr 1KKL_A 2.32 119-146 3.08
HIV1 reverse
transcriptase
1S6P_AB Fab28 2HMI_AB 3.62 69-71, 87-90, 132-134
213-224, 244-252, 291-293
3.65
81-94, 217-231, 352-359
Ecotin 1ECZ_AB D102N trypsin 1EZU_AB 2.29 84-93 1.43
EPO receptor 1ERN_AB Erythropoietin 1EER_BC 2.72 118-123, 125-130 3.59
Vitamin D binding 1KW2_B Actin 1KXP_D 2.12 83-114, 247-258, 310-325 2.33
Nitrogenase Fe 2NIP_AB Nitrogenase Mo-Fe
protein
1N2C_EF 4.10 47-53, 85-88, 124-128 1.50
CDK2 kinase 1B39_A CDK inhibitor 3 1FQ1_B 3.41 55-57, 144-165 4.33
Gelsolin 1D0N_B Actin 1H1V_G 14.06 109-120, 210-223, 300-302 12.33
Importin-beta 1F59_A Ran GTPase 1IBR_B 2.95 294-310, 331-338, 398-408 3.59
Hirustatin 1BX8_A Kallikrein 1HIA_I 2.05 18-20 1.98
Proteins that undergo large conformational change upon protein-protein interaction are listed in the first column. The following information is given: PDB ID
code of the free-state, partner protein name, PDB ID code of the complex-state with a partner protein, RMSD (in Å) between free-state and complex-state,
observed conformational change region upon protein-protein interaction, and average RMSD (in Å) of the observed conformational change region. Whena
protein forms heterodimers, the observed conformational change regions were investigated in each chain.
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Ecotin, a homodimeric protein, is an inhibitor of a
group of homologous serine proteases such as trypsin,
chymotrypsin, and elastase. One dimeric inhibitor binds
to a protease molecule. From comparison of two struc-
tures under different crystalline environments, an inher-
ent flexible loop was identified in the binding site with
trypsin. It was necessary for its inhibitory function [42].
The proposed method predicted high internal motion
on the corresponding loop (Figure 9A). FlexPred pre-
dicted a specific conformational switch region on it
(Additional file 6: Figure S5A).
(II) Fab fragment
Fragment antigen binding (Fab fragment) is a region on
an antibody that binds to antigens. It is a heterodimer
of the heavy and light chains in each of the two com-
posed domains. When Fab binds to hemagglutinin
d e r i v e df r o maF l uv i r u s ,i tw a so b s e r v e dt h a tt h eh i n g e
region between two domains changed their conforma-
tion. That hinge movement agreed with DynDom defini-
tion, which determines the dynamic domain and hinge
axes from two protein structures [25]. The proposed
method predicted high internal motion at the hinge
region in each chain (Figure 9B). PROFbval predicted
high B-factor on the terminal of hinge region in L chain
(Additional file 6: Figure S5B).
(III) Erythropoietin
Erythropoietin (EPO) is a hormone produced primarily
in the kidneys. It has four-helical bundle topology with
two long loops; it is bound to the extracellular domain
of the EPO receptor. The CD loop located in the region
remote from the binding site changed its conformation
[43]. Additionally,
15N NMR relaxation data revealed a
region (Leu112-Thr132) that has intrinsic flexibility [43].
The proposed method predicted high internal motion
on the corresponding loop (Figure 9C). POODLE-S pre-
dicted its loop to be disordered region (Additional file 6:
Figure S5C).
Overall results From results obtained by application of
the proposed method to a set of 20 proteins, three or
more consecutive residues with predicted score higher
than one were extracted. Then, they were regarded as
candidates for the conformational change regions. A
comparison between the observed conformational
change region with predicted high internal motion
region revealed at least one overlap between them in
85% of the proteins studied (Table 3, Additional file 7:
Table S2 and Additional file 8: Figure S6). If the analysis
object was limited to the 16 proteins that undergo con-
formational change for only one partner, then overlap
w a so b s e r v e di n1 5p r o t e i n s( 9 4 %o ft h ep r o t e i n ss t u -
died), excepting hirustatin. The internal motion was not
Figure 9 Examples of the observed conformational change regions and predicted internal motions of (A) ecotin, (B) Fab fragment,
and (C) erythropoietin. The observed degrees of conformational change and predicted scores for internal motion are mapped, respectively,
with a gradient from zero (white) to a high score (dark red) onto their structures of the upper and the lower side. The regions enclosed with a
yellow dotted line correspond to the observed conformational change regions. The free-state and complex-state structures are displayed,
respectively, in the upper and the lower sides. The degrees of observed conformational change were computed using the same method for
calculating internal motion (see the Methods section).
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Page 11 of 18predicted for hirustatin because it is a small protein (55
residues). For FlexPred, which predicts conformational
switches in proteins, overlaps were observed in only six
proteins. Although the definition of the internal motion
in this study and conformational switches in FlexPred
are similar, the proposed method can detect more
observed conformational change regions upon protein-
protein interaction than FlexPred can. The proposed
method covers all positive results of FlexPred. Both
PROFbval and POODLE-S respectively predicted high
scores on conformational change regions of 10 and 9
proteins. These observations suggest that the proposed
method is sensitive for detection of protein motions
related to protein-protein interaction, especially proteins
that change conformation for a specific target.
Conclusions
We presented a novel method for predicting internal
and external motions in ordered structures based on the
RF algorithm using amino acid information alone. The
proposed method uses two pieces of information for
prediction: the adjacent paired amino acid residues and
predicted secondary structure information. The method
presents the advantage of prediction using only amino
acid sequence information as an input. Consequently,
the method is applicable to all sequences. The proposed
method exhibited the possibility of detecting protein
motion related with protein-protein interaction.
Methods
Calculation of internal and external motions
For this study, NMA was performed using FEDER/2
[23,44]. The NMA was conducted for the energy-mini-
mized conformation using Protein Data Bank (PDB)
data as a starting conformation. In an NMA, a mean-
square displacement of atom a, 〈〉 Da
2 in the thermal
fluctuations is given as the sum of contributions from
individual modes
〈〉 =
= ∑ DD aa k
k
N
22
1
,
where Dak is a displacement vector of the atom a in
the k-th normal mode and N is the number of dihedral
angles used as independent variables.
We consider two conformations for a segment (we
considered a segment of nine residues in this study) in
each normal mode. One is the minimum-energy
Table 3 Summary of evaluation
Protein name Partner protein name PROFbval
1 POODLE-S
2 FlexPred
1 Proposed method
Staphylococcus A Human Fc fragment × ○ × ○
Ran GTPase RCC1 × ○ × ○
14-3-3 Serotonin N-acteylase ○○× ○
Actin Profilin × × × ×
Erythropoietin EPO receptor × ○○ ○
Fab fragment Flu virus hemagglutinin ○ ×× ○
TGF-beta TGF-beta receptor × ○○ ○
Actin Dnase I × × × ×
Coagulation factor Vlla Soluble tissue factor ○ ×× ○
Ran GTPase Importin-beta × × × ○
HPr kinase C-ter domain HPr ○○○ ○
HIV1 reverse transcriptase Fab28 ○○× ○
Ecotin D102N trypsin ○○○ ○
EPO receptor Erythropoietin × × × ○
Vitamin D bindings Actin ○ × ○○
Nitrogenase Fe Nitrogenase Mo-Fe protein ○ ×× ○
CDK2 kinase CDK inhibitor 3 × × × ○
Gelsolin Actin ○○○ ○
Importin-beta Ran GTPase ○ ×× ○
Hirustatin Kallikrein × × × ×
’○’ means that the predictor detects at least one overlap between the observed conformational change region and predicted high motion region. Conversely, ‘×’
means that there is no overlap. PROFbval, POODLE-S, and FlexPred were performed with the default parameters; then candidate conformational change regions
were determined as follows.
1 Three or more consecutive residues predicted to be flexible.
2 Disordered region longer than three residues.
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Page 12 of 18conformation, around which the molecule is fluctuating.
The position vector of atom a in this minimum-energy
conformation is ra
0 . The other is an instantaneous fluc-
tuating conformation, in which only the k-th normal
mode is excited to the root-mean-square thermal ampli-
tude. The position vector of the atom a in this distorted
conformation is ra
0 + Dak. We bring this distorted con-
formation to the best-fitted position with the minimum-
energy conformation purely by translational and rota-
tional motions. The displacement vector of the atom a
by this purely translational and rotational motion is
designated as Dak
e ;t h er e s i d u a lo n ei sd e s i g n a t e da s
Dak
i [5]. Then, Dak is decomposed as
DDD ak ak
e
ak
i =+ .
Superscripts e and i respectively signify external and
internal. The mean square deviation of the atom a is
given as
〈〉 = + + ⋅
=〈 〉+〈 〉+ 〈
∑∑∑ DDD D D
DD
a
k
ak
k
ak
i
k
ak
e
ak
i
a
e
a
i
22 2
22
2
2
|| ||
|| || D DD a
e
a
i ⋅〉 .
The third term on the right-hand side of this equation
was usually found to be much smaller than 1% of the
first two terms in our results. Therefore, the mean-
square deviation of the atom a is decomposed approxi-
mately into external (first term) and internal (second
term) ones. The magnitudes of external and internal
motions of a segment, 〈〉 ||
/ Da
e 21 2and 〈〉 ||
/ Da
i 21 2 ,a r e
defined respectively as averages of 〈〉 || Da
e 2 over consti-
tuent atoms in the segment. As described herein, we are
interested in the main-chain fluctuation. For simplicity,
we consider only Ca a t o m si nt h i sd e c o m p o s i t i o n
(meaning that we selected data for the Ca atoms from
results obtained using NMA with a full-atom model).
Dataset
The dataset was created by selecting protein chains from
ProMode [23] as described below. First, proteins with
fewer than 100 residues were removed. Then proteins
whose root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the
energy-minimum structure and PDB structure is more
than 2Å were excluded. For proteins with common
SCOP id, we selected only one of them [45]. Further-
more, multi-domain proteins defined by SCOP were
excluded. Next, some proteins were discarded so that
maximum pairwise sequence identity was limited to
25%. The resulting dataset comprised 481 chains (87,236
residues).
We calculated internal and external motions using
NMA with a full-atom model for all proteins in the
dataset. Decomposed atomic fluctuations to internal and
external motions calculated by NMA values, ′ yi ,w e r e
normalized respectively to correct for the variation
among the proteins in the dataset as
y
yi y
s
iM i =
′ −
=… ,, , 1
where M denotes the protein length, and y and s
respectively signify the sample mean and sample stan-
dard deviation calculated for each chain. Furthermore,
yi is designated as the normalized NMA score of inter-
nal or external motions of the i-th residue.
Variables used for encoding sequences
In this study, we created a prediction method that uses
paired amino acid information (Figure 10). A protein
sequence was encoded using a sliding window whose
size is optimized for exhibiting the highest prediction
performance (Figure 3; see the Results and Discussion
section for details). Internal motion uses an 11-residue
window. Therefore, the 920 variables (= 92 paired fea-
tures × adjacent amino acids, see below for details) are
defined for amino acid pairs of the central amino acid
with the other 10 amino acids in the window. In con-
trast, the number of variables is 1,472 for external
motion because the window size is 17 residues. The
value of variable was given as a sum of the value of fea-
ture (defined below) of the central amino acid and
paired amino acid. The value of feature was set to either
1 or 0; the value of variable can take a value of 0, 1, or
2. The five and seven residues at both termini were,
respectively, excluded for internal and external motion
because the value of variable is assigned to the central
residue of the window.
Features used for building variables
We defined 18 features, which were divided into four
groups designated as physicochem., mobility, ss, and
ASA. A value of feature of an amino acid was set to one
if the amino acid satisfied a feature’s definition, and to
zero otherwise.
The first group was derived from physicochemical fea-
tures (physicochem.) of amino acids defined according
to Zvelibel et al. [46]. This group included seven fea-
tures: hydrophobic, polar, aromatic, aliphatic, small,
positive, and negative. For example, FYWH has an aro-
matic ring. Therefore, the value of the “aromatic” fea-
ture of Y is one (Figure 10B). For the variables, 7 × 7 =
49 pairs of these seven features are considered. The sec-
ond group was derived from protein mobility propensity
(mobility). This group included six features: high_mob_-
high, high_mob_low, nor_mob_high, nor_mob_low,
low_mob_high, and low_mob_low. In determining these
features, every amino acid in the dataset was classified
Hirose et al. BMC Structural Biology 2010, 10:20
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Page 13 of 18into either the high, normal, or low mobility group
defined according to normalized NMA scores which
were, respectively, higher than 1, between -1 and 1, and
lower than -1. Then the protein mobility propensity
(Prop(n,g)) was defined as
P r o p ng f r e q ng f r e q ng
g
,l o g , / , , () = () () ∑ 2
where freq(n,g) respectively represent the relative fre-
quencies of amino acid n in protein mobility group g (=
high_mob, normal_mob, and low_mob), g_high = 1 or
g_low = 1; otherwise, they are set to zero. For example,
because Prop(Y, normal) is higher than one standard
deviation from the average of the normal group, the
value of the “nor_mob_high” feature for amino acid Y is
one (Figure 10B). The meaning is that the protein mobi-
lity propensity in the normal group for Y is high. For
the variables, 6 × 6 = 36 pairs of these six features are
considered.
The third group was associated with the secondary
structure (ss), as predicted by PHD or psipred. This
group includes three features: helix, sheet, and other. If
an amino acid was predicted to be in a helix region,
then the value of the “helix” feature of this amino acid
was one; the two other features, sheet and other, were
zero (Figure 10B). For the variables, it is possible to
consider 3 × 3 = 9 pairs of the three features, but we
considered only three combinations in this study: helix-
helix, sheet-sheet, and other-other.
The fourth group was associated with the accessible
surface area (ASA) predicted using RVPnet or sable.
This group includes two features: “exposed” and “bur-
ied”.I fa na m i n oa c i d ’s predicted ASA value was less
than 11, then the value of a “buried” feature was one; it
was zero otherwise when using RVPnet. Similarly, if the
predicted ASA value was higher than 27, then the value
of the “exposed” feature was one (Figure 10B). Two
parameters are set so that RVPnet exhibited its highest
performance. When using sable, two parameters were
Figure 10 Definitions of variables and features. (A) Variables were obtained by adding two features shown in the first column. (L,D), (E,D),
etc. respectively stand for the combinations of amino acid residues L and D, E and D, etc. The cell of the aromatic-aromatic row and the (L,D)
column represents the combination of the aromatic feature of L and the aromatic feature of D shown in the physicochem. section Table (B). For
instance, because the values of aromatic-L and aromatic-D are, respectively, 0 and 0, the value of the aromatic-aromatic variable for (L,D) is 0, as
shown in bold. (B) Eighteen features were shown as classified into four groups: physicochem., mobility, ss, and ASA. The feature values are given
for individual amino acids.
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Page 14 of 18set to one and three. For the variables, 2 × 2 = 4 pairs
of the two features are considered. In summation, we
consider 92 pairs of features (49, 36, 3, and 4 for four
groups as described above) for each of 10 adjacent amino
acid for internal motion, which results in 92 × 10 = 920
variables (Figure 10A).
Learning method
Distributions of the normalized NMA score (yi)a r e
dependent on the secondary structure type. Therefore,
in this study, three kinds of models were created: one
for each motion based on the idea that the degrees and
tendency of mobility in proteins depend on the second-
ary structure. We therefore defined three categories of
window locations according to the location of the
central residue: center of a secondary structure (CS),
remote area from secondary structures (RS), and periph-
ery of secondary structures (PS) (Figure 11A). Herein-
after, CS means that the central residue was located in a
secondary structure and three or more residues distant
from either secondary structure terminus. In addition,
RS signifies that the central residue was located in the
other region, except for secondary structures, and three
or more residues separate from both termini of the
other region. Also, PS means the central amino acid was
not located in either CS or RS. Furthermore, each cate-
gory was divided into three classes based on the degree
of the normalized NMA score: flexible, intermediate,
and rigid classes (Figure 11B). A window was assigned
to the intermediate class if the normalized NMA score
Figure 11 Definition of category and class. (A) In the definition of category, circles represent central amino acids in the windows; the filled
circle shows that it appears in the secondary structure. The circles enclosed in double lines, thick lines, and thin lines respectively signify CS, PS,
and RS. (B) In the definition of class, the graph represents the distribution of frequency plotted against the normalized NMA score, which is
represented on the horizontal axis. The frequency is represented on the vertical axis. Average and SD respectively stand for the average value
and standard deviation in each category. The graph is divided into three areas by dotted lines, indicating flexible, intermediate, and rigid classes.
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Page 15 of 18of the central amino acid in the window was within one
standard deviation from the mean. Similarly, a window
w a sa s s i g n e dt ot h ef l e x i b l ea n dr i g i dc l a s s e si ft h en o r -
malized NMA scores were, respectively, higher and
lower than the intermediate classes.
For this study, a secondary structure was assigned to
an amino acid using prediction results from either the
secondary structure predictor, PHD or psipred. The
amino acids predicted to form a-helix or b-sheet are
considered to be located in a secondary structure.
Briefly, we divided the amino acids into three categories
of window locations, CS, RS, and PS. In each category,
they were divided further into three classes, flexible,
intermediate, and rigid.
Prediction method
The RF algorithm was used to build a prediction model
for classifying amino acids into the three classes of flex-
ible, intermediate, and rigid. In this study, we implemen-
ted RF using the R package (randomForest 4.5-22) [47].
For internal and external motions, three RF prediction
models were trained respectively for the three categories
of window locations, CS, RS, and PS. Three parameters
(mtry, ntree,a n dnodesize) in RF used default values
because RF is robust against changes in its parameters.
In fact, the prediction accuracies of the case in which
the default values were used for the three parameters
were almost identical to those of the case in which opti-
mal values were used (Additional file 9: Figure S7). The
results of the RF prediction model classified windows
into the three classes; their prediction results were
attributed to the central residue in the window. Then,
the results of classification obtained from RF were con-
verted to a score based on the average and standard
deviation of the normalized NMA score in each category
(Additional file 10: Table S3). For example, if a window
assigned to the flexible class and the Z score of the nor-
malized NMA score is three, then the score of the flex-
ible class in CS of internal motion is 2.509 (= -0.248 +
0.919 × 3), and its value is given to the amino acid
assigned to the flexible class in CS. The score reflects
the degrees of protein motion. The score was smoothed
using a five-residue moving average. Two models were
used for the external motion because the length distri-
bution of the high mobility region with NMA normal-
ized score > 1 indicated a peak near the nine-residue-
long segments (see the Results and Discussion section:
Figure 2). One model (external_short) used the short
flexible region (≤ 9 residue length) as the dataset of the
flexible class; the other model (external_long) used a
longer flexible region in the flexible class. The final pre-
diction result of external motion combined the results
of both models if the external_long model predicted a
long region (> 9 residues) in the flexible class.
Assessment
The prediction results were assessed on a residue basis:
the predicted score in the sequence was compared to
the normalized NMA score. The predicted scores were
allowed to have a margin. In this study, we set the mar-
gin value of ± 0.2 because the minimum difference of
the average of normalized NMA score between adjacent
classes was 0.225 (Additional file 10: Table S3).
In this work, the error function used the mean abso-
lute error (MAE), which was defined as the absolute dif-
ference between two values. Actually, MAE was
calculated as
MAE x y M ii =− ∑|| / ,
where xi and yi respectively represented the score
obtained from the proposed method of i-th residue and
the normalized NMA score; M denotes the protein
length. The MAE value approaches 0 as the prediction
improves.
Furthermore, to assess the method’s performance, we
calculated the correlation coefficient (CC)b e t w e e nt w o
datasets as
CC
xi xy i y
i
M
i
M
xi x
i
M
yi y
=
− () − ()
=
∑
=
∑ −
=
∑ −
1
1
2
1
2 () ()
.
In fact, CC ranges from -1 to 1; a large positive value
represents a positive correlation. In this study, it means
that the patterns of the normalized NMA score and the
predicted score are very similar. We also used a Recei-
ver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve as another
assessment criterion by classifying the prediction results
into flexible and rigid classes. The amino acid was
assigned to the flexible class when the normalized
NMA score was higher than the threshold value. The
ROC curve was obtained by plotting the false positive
rate (RFT)a g a i n s tt h et r u ep o s i t i v er a t e( RTP ). The RTP
is defined as the percentage of windows of the flexible
class correctly predicted as flexible class over all posi-
tives (sum of true positives and false positives). Simi-
larly, the RFP is defined as the percentage of windows of
the rigid class incorrectly predicted as flexible class over
all negatives (sum of true negatives and false negatives).
The RFP against RTP was shown, while the score
increased from -2 to 4 with a 0.01 increment. The
amino acid is considered to be predicted as a flexible
class if a predicted score is higher than the score. The
larger the area under the ROC curve (AUC), the more
robust an algorithm is. An area of 1.00 is considered a
perfect predictor.
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